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1 Introduction, RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine 
  

1.1 Some Afghan turbine history 
In 1995 the IAM (www.iam-afghanistan.org) started working on their first micro-
hydropower plant (11 kW electrical output) along the Istalif River.  Due to drawings 
being available, the SKAT T-7 turbine design was used for the first few plants.  It 
soon became clear that a simpler design would be best for the local workshops to 
build.  Due to so much silt and small rocks passing through the turbine, the T-7 
rotating valve would get jammed.  The rotating valve was also difficult to build for 
the simple Afghan workshops. 
 
In 1998 the first prototype TMT (Traditional Mill Turbine) was designed and built by 
Owen Schumacher and installed along the Paghman River.  The main target for the 
TMT was the thousands of traditional stone water mills all over Afghanistan.  The 
turbine was sized to operate with the typical head (3.5m – 7m) and flow (.08 - .20 
m³/s) that many stone mills had.  The first units were made with flow control doors 
rather than a manual internal valve.  The set available flow and constant electrical 
load (2 lights per family), allowed the operator to have to check and adjust the voltage 
only when the villagers turned off their lights and were going to sleep.  Soon there 
were mill sites found that had more flow so a heavier turbine called the HKT (Hindu 
Kush Turbine) was designed and installed.  Over the years many improvements were 
added to the design such as an internal manual water flow valve which has made the 
flow control doors obsolete.  Between 2002 – 2005 conditions were optimal for many 
workshops to learn the trade of manufacturing turbines and related equipment.  The 
PT (Pamir Turbine) is the most heavy duty cross flow turbine now offered by Remote 
HydroLight.  Anders Austegard designed the internal flow control valve.  Two PT 
turbines rated at 65 kW electrical output each have been installed by RHL and now 
have over 30,000 hours operating time each.  It would be possible to build a larger 
cross flow turbine than the PT, however, demand would be low.    
 
A local made TMT was sent in 2008 to the Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology for testing in their water power laboratory.  The results were very 
encouraging and verified that the internal design was correct because of the high 
efficiency it produced.  The same internal design was used for the TMT, HKT, and 
PT.  Prior to designing the RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine, many research papers were 
investigated to determine the optimal parameters for the size, shape, and location of 
the rotor, blades, nozzle, and flow control valve.  Years of experience in the rough 
Afghan conditions have helped refine the design so that it is as reliable as it is 
efficient.  Although other designs have surfaced in Afghanistan, the majority (80% or 
more) of the local workshops have adopted the IAM/RHL design.  It is estimated that 
over 4000 of this kind of cross flow turbine has been installed in Afghanistan so far.  
Many are sold to private owners or communities with no outside subsidies or help.  
Afghan villagers learn by doing so local knowledge allows many plants to be 
installed.    
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1.2 Requirements for Afghan conditions (at local workshops 
and in villages): 

1. Simple – so it can be taught, built, and repaired by local workshops 
2. Strong but lightweight – village must carry by animal or human power 

sometimes 
3. Reliable – must work many years prior to needing repair 
4. Low cost – allows non-aid private projects to be purchased by individuals and 

villages 
5. High efficiency – output should be equal or better than foreign made turbines 
6. Standardized parts – allows manufacturing and repairs to be quick and 

efficient 
 

1.3 Features of the RHL/IAM Cross Flow Turbine 
1. Low profile design for maximum head advantage 
2. Allows belt power output from both sides of the turbine 
3. Can be assembled at the project site so components can be carried to the plant 

site  
4. Uses standardized steel and part sizes that are locally available, has no special 

castings 
5. Has inspection door for obstruction removal 
6. Uses centrifugal slinger shaft water seal that has no contact parts for unlimited 

life 
7. Allows use of large diameter pulley up to 760mm 
8. Blade is pressed from steel sheet, but, is equivalent to a standard Pakistan 

pipe size too 
9. Can be manufactured with standard 8 ft. Pakistan lathe and basic workshop 

equipment 
10. Works in the head and flow conditions found in most Afghan mountain 

villages 
11. Has many labor saving features to help make manufacturing and repairing 

simpler 
12. HKT and PT shafts are designed to prevent fatigue crack failure due to belt 

side loading 
13. By using ratios, larger or smaller diameter turbines can be built by 

experienced tradesmen 
 

1.4 Drawings of the RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine 
RHL is grateful for the cooperation of IAM for supporting the publication of the 
turbine drawings.  Jan Rheinlander of IAM has made many of the drawings.  Anders 
Austegard of RHL has also made some of the drawings.  The drawings were made to 
help the local Afghan workshops properly manufacture the turbine.  Some symbols or 
information is different that what may be typical for engineering drawings.  Prior to 
starting to build a turbine from the drawings it is important the person has a basic 
knowledge of machine shop practices.  The local Afghan workshops that have 
followed the drawings and not cut corners (make it weaker or incorrect) have built up 
a good reputation for repeat customers.  If the exact size of material is not available, it 
is recommended to choose the next size up so turbine strength is not reduced.  
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1.5 Choices made when designing the RHL/IAM Cross Flow 
turbine 

When constructing the turbine some design choices are require.  A cross flow turbine 
consists of the following components: 

1. A rotor 
2. A water director that directs the water into the rotor 
3. A moveable valve or stationary doors that can adjust the quantity of water the 

turbine uses. 
4. Bearings used on each side of the rotor 
5. Water seal system to keep water from enter the rotor bearings 
6. A way to transfer the power to the alternator 
7. The structure or frame that hold the above components in place 

 
1: Rotor 
The general shape of the rotor is standard for a cross flow turbine.  The choices are: 
number of blades, position of the blades, construction method, blade thickness and 
shape of inlet and outlet of the blades. 
 
2: Water director (nozzle)  
The theory about the cross flow turbine shows that the nozzle shape should be 
logarithmic [5].  A circular nozzle shape is easier to make than a logarithmic shape 
and measurements have shown that the effect on the efficiency is small. 
 
3: Valve 
A number of valve design choices are used by the turbine manufacturers.  Some uses 
a wing shaped valve in the flow path which operates like a butterfly valve with flow 
passing over and below the valve.  The benefit of this design is that the turning force 
from fully open to fully close is quite even and low making it suitable for a electric or 
hydraulic flow control governor.  With the advent of the ELC (Electronic Load 
Control) for small turbines (<100 kW), governors have become too expensive, require 
a large flywheel, and have slow response.  The wing shaped valve needs to be very 
accurately made to reduce friction which would be difficult for a single workshop. 
 
After building a side operating valve to adjust turbine flow it was decided that a 
bottom hinged flap valve would be the best choice. 
 
The disadvantage of this design is that as the flap is closed it requires more force.  
There has been no complains from operators because they manually open or close the 
valve with a screw jack or a hydraulic jack depending on the need.  The flap valve is 
simple to make and reduces friction losses because of less surface area in the flow 
control valve resulting in high turbine efficiency.  The cross flow plants in 
Afghanistan are run-of-the-river type which don’t benefit from a flow control 
governor because the extra water can’t be stored anyway.  
 
4: Bearings 
Self-aligning spherical roller bearings are used with pillow block bearing holders.  
This way accurate alignment of the bearings is not necessary.  The pillow block 
holders allow shim to be used during initial manufacturing and when the turbine is 
repaired.  This flexibility is very important here in Afghanistan. 
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5: Seal to the bearings 
Compared to a Francis or a Kaplan turbine there is it no pressure at the shaft where it 
extends out of the turbine..  This makes sealing of the bearings much easier.   
 
Using centrifugal forces, the RHL Cross Flow turbine throws water away from the 
shaft where it exits the turbine structure.  Experience has shown that rubber seals, 
asbestos rope, or labyrinth seals wear out from the sand/silt in the water over time.  
The life time non-contact seal used by RHL has stopped the problem of water entering 
the bearing. 
 
This solution is not usable when a draft tube is used which requires a tight seal. 
However, we have not seen any cross flow turbines with a draft tube in Afghanistan, 
even for turbines that have a tight seal on the shaft.  For low head sites the Kaplan 
turbine is more appropriate. 
 
6: Transferring of power to the alternator 
Generally belts, gear box, or direct drive can be used to transfer power to the 
alternator.  Here in Afghanistan the most suitable choice has been V-belts because 
they are available and give flexibility for different turbine speeds.  Flat belts require 
higher tension force and good quality flat belts are not available.  RHL feels that V-
belts can be used up to 100 kW sites in most situations. 
 
7: The structure or frame that holds the above components in place 
The RHL Cross Flow turbine design is compact (High density power) and lightweight 
compared to some other models.  The turbine sometimes is carried for days on the 
back of horses.  Unnecessary weight and thickness of steel was eliminated as much as 
possible without compromising reliability.  The simple construction helps local 
operators to repair the turbine.  
 

2 Types of turbines 

2.1 Choosing the right turbine based on head and flow 
 
Assuming that the head and flow is measured correctly, the correct turbine can be 
chosen.  It is possible to make an error in the flow measurement which can result in a 
failed plant.  Usually winter time flow is the lowest and should be considered when 
the turbine size is decided.  In many Afghan rivers the maximum (spring/summer) 
flow can be 50 times the minimum (fall/winter) flow.  During flood, the flow can be 
over 200 times the normal minimum flow.  A large turbine needing 1 m³/s flow will 
not operate efficiently at 0.1 m³/s.  Huge errors have resulted due to the flow survey 
being done during the summer when snow melt is still high.  Some text books 
recommend that the turbine should be sized so that 90% of the time the turbine can be 
operated at full flow.  Every site has a different flow duration curve (FDC) and the 
needs of the community should also be considered.  One strong benefit of the 
RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine is that even at 20% of maximum flow it still achieves 
50% efficiency.  This is lower than the 75% efficiency it may have at full flow. 
 
Figure 2 shows a turbine selection chart for the locally made turbines used by IAM 
and RHL.  More detailed performance charts are shown for each RHL/IAM Cross 
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Flow turbine in Figure 3 – Figure 8.  The charts assumed that the efficiency for the 
turbine and alternator are constant for all sizes.  This is generally true, however, 
turbines that have a bo of less than 200mm should be de-rated another 5 – 10% 
because they have a higher percentage of friction and water leakage than larger 
turbines.  Ex/rience also shows that larger turbines have higher efficiency, however, 
due to the turbines being made in local workshops a conservative value was used. 
 
The head and flow limits shown in Figure 3 – Figure 8 have been developed based on 
the following limitations: 
 
Maximum bending moment on the shaft -  The bending moment on the shaft comes 
from the water force on the rotor, the bearings, and the belt forces.  For every rotor 
rotation there is a reversing moment on the shaft.  If the shaft is welded to the rotor 
side disk, the small cracks formed when the weld is cooled can cause fatigue failure 
due to the reversing moment on the shaft.  
 
Maximum torque on the shaft -  Larger turbines have larger shafts to reduce the 
stress from torque.  The PT with direct drive to the alternator has higher limits of head 
and flow because it doesn’t have the bending moment that a belt drive turbine would 
have. 
 
Maximum capacity on the bearings -  The life of the bearing is related to the rpms 
and forces on the bearings.  The tangential force of the belts must be matched with 
bearings of suitable strength. 
 
Maximum rotor width -  For the HKT and PT the maximum rotor width (bo) was set 
at 1000mm because above this there are stability, vibration, and strength issues.  An 8 
foot Pakistan lathe can work with a rotor that has the maximum dimensions.   
 
Maximum net head -  The pressure of a high head site may be too high for the 
turbine design. 
 
Minimum rotor width -  The turbine blades are difficult to weld when the rotor is 
narrow.  Narrow rotors have higher friction and leakage losses resulting in lower 
efficiency. 
 
Minimum net head -  At low head the rotor rpm is low which requires the alternator 
pulley to be small.  If a large pulley is mounted to the turbine, it becomes difficult to 
fit it properly because it needs space in the power house floor. The energy from the 
water dropping from the rotor is lost so the power produced is quite low compared to 
a higher head site.  The cost/kW becomes high and can cause the plant to be un-
feasible.  The Kaplan turbine becomes a better choice for low head sites.  
 
Maximum belt capacity -  The quality of the belts and pulleys affect the ability to 
transfer power from the turbine to the alternator.  Pulleys with 4 to 6 V-belts 
sometimes are not manufactured correctly and some of the belts become too tight and 
some are too loose.     
 
If the head and flow of a site are outside of the limits, a stronger turbine is needed.  
Sometimes the turbine head and flow limits overlap such as the TMT and HKT.  
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Sometimes it is better to install multiple turbines rather than just one large turbine.  
This allows the smaller turbine to operate with a high percentage of full flow resulting 
in higher efficiency during times of low flow.  On a larger project multiple 
turbines/alternators allows one unit to be repaired while the other unit keeps the 
village powered.  Remember net head is about 95% of gross head (vertical distance 
from fore bay water level to turbine rotor shaft). 
 

2.2 TMT (Traditional Mill turbine) 
The TMT was designed for the thousands of traditional stone flour mill sites in 
Afghanistan.  Due to the flow and head being low, the power output is usually only 3 
– 7 kW.  At this level of output the turbine does not have to be so heavy and robust.  
A horse can carry about 100 kg up a mountain trail and the TMT weighs about this 
much.  The industry can make a very narrow TMT that allows it to be used instead of 
a Pelton turbine.  Some mill sites have up to .3 m³/s flow and only 5m head which 
allows the rotor width to be .5m.  Many private villages have chosen the TMT 
because it is adequate in strength, but, also lower in cost than other options.  The head 
and flow limits allowed for the TMT are shown in Figure 3.  The majority of TMTs 
installed have been with a rotor width of .335m because this size fits most stone mill 
sites.  If strength is a concern the HKT turbine overlaps with the TMT and may be a 
better choice.     
 

2.3 HKT (Hindu Kush Turbine) 
Experience has shown that many mill sites can be enlarged because they are beside a 
river with more flow than needed for a stone water mill.  Without too much effort the 
canal leading to the mill is enlarged about 2 – 3 times and this allows the larger HKT 
turbine to be installed.  The original rotor width was set at 645mm because the lathe 
used to build the rotors allowed this size.  Later it was found that this width allows for 
very good stability and covers the majority of needs.  The HKT has a very good 
reputation because it can handle very silty/sandy water without any jamming of the 
internal flow control valve like the T-7 did.  When disassembled, the individual 
components (rotor, top cover, bottom frame) all weigh about 100 kg or less which can 
be carried by a horse.  Many HKTs are made with rotor widths of 300, 400, and 
500mm because this is the amount of water available.  The 50mm diameter bearing 
strength allows the HKT to fit the majority of head and flow situations of many sites.   
Figure 4 too Figure 6 show the head and flow limits allowed for the HKT.  The values 
used are conservative because the quality of the materials can vary.  For instance; the 
V-belts sold in Afghanistan are usually from Pakistan.  Good quality V-belts are made 
in Pakistan, however, the ones imported by the traders are of the lowest cost and 
quality.  The limits are based on the quality of components used by the private 
workshops to make the turbine in Afghanistan.    
 
The design of the HKT allows for two drive pulleys on each side of the turbine.  This 
allows higher limits as shown in Figure 6.  It makes sense to utilize the strength of the 
shaft, blades, bearing, pulley, and belts on each side to increase the total capacity of 
the turbine.  The Chinese brush type alternator being sold in Afghanistan is made for 
side load from a belt pulley.  The maximum rated size of this kind of alternator is 50 
kW, which means that it should not be put in a plant that is above about 30 kW 
electrical output.  The Chinese brushless alternators being sold in Afghanistan have a 
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small front bearing which is made to typically be connected directly to a diesel engine 
and is not made for side belt forces.  The brushless alternators need to be driven with 
a rubber coupler and second shaft which is shown in the PT drawings.  
 
For higher heads and wide rotors the force needed to move the internal flow control 
valve becomes too high for manual adjustment.  The internal flow control valve is 
simple to make and is higher in efficiency than other methods, however, the force to 
move the valve to a closed position needs to be provided by a simple Chinese 
hydraulic jack.  Both manual valve and hydraulic jack valve are shown in the HKT 
drawings.             
 

2.4 PT (Pamir Turbine) 
By using a heavier shaft and bearing, the capacity limits of the HKT can be increased 
significantly.  Due to increased forces on the internal flow valve the entire turbine was 
redesigned to handle the maximum forces possible.  For the head and flow values 
where the HKT stops and the PT starts, the PT can be considered “over-designed”, 
however, the volume of turbines made in the PT range is quite small and did not 
justify a turbine model between the HKT and PT.  Some local workshops do make a 
turbine using the larger PT shaft and bearing coupled with a HKT frame and top 
cover.    This is acceptable within the range of 40 – 60 kW as long as they understand 
the limits of the HKT frame and top cover. 
 
The PT has been successfully tested 24/7 since December 2008 at the Dasti Riwat, 
Panjshir plant where two PTs are installed producing a maximum of 65 kW electrical 
output each.  Over 30,000 hours have been put on each turbine and each alternator.  
During the morning and early evening (peak cooking time) the full capacity is used by 
the 200 families that are connected to the mini-grid.  After 10PM to early morning 
prayer time, the output is much lower, however, during the day the women bake 
bread, heat water, and wash clothes which keeps the load at about 40 – 60% of the 
peak output.   With a slow speed alternator (8, 10, or 12 pole) it is possible to direct 
drive the alternator from the turbine shaft which RHL has not done yet.  It is also 
possible to use a gear box instead of pulleys and belts to increase the shaft speed to 
1500 rpm. 
 

2.5 Kaplan turbine 
The RHL Kaplan turbine is explained in another document.  Figure 2 shows that it is 
designed for low head sites (1.5m to 6m), but, also can be substituted for some HKTs 
for net heads less than 6m.  If a large volume of water is available at a low head site, 
multiple Kaplan turbines can be installed.  The Kaplan turbine has higher efficiency 
than the RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine.  Because it extracts power from the vertical 
head of water in the fore bay to the tail race, the power produced can be 50% more 
than a similarly sized RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine. Figure 1 shows an example 
where the turbine must be placed high to be above the flood level.  
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Figure 1  Example of cross flow turbine where the turbine must be above the flood level.  Flood 
level can be seen in the background 

2.6 Pelton turbine 
This turbine is for high heads and low flows.  Jan Rheinlander from IAM designed, 
built, and provided training on the Pelton turbine based on Jeremy Thakes[4].   A few 
Pelton turbines have been made by local workshops.  Due to insecurity and 
remoteness of the Pelton sites, the potential for this turbine has not been realized yet 
in Afghanistan.   
 

2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of the RHL/IAM  Cross 
Flow turbine 

The RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine is easy to make and has no special castings or 
complex shaped parts.  The shaft coming out of the turbine is not pressurized so it is 
easier to seal.  To make the turbine larger, only the width needs to be increased which 
is only one dimension.  Very wide turbines (4 times the rotor diameter) are not 
recommended because the rotor becomes unstable.  The RHL/IAM Cross Flow 
turbine usually has an internal flow control valve that can shut the water flow to zero 
which eliminates the need for a separate valve on the penstock.  The cross flow 
turbine does not capture the water power after it exits the rotor.  If the water drops 1m 
to the tail race, this energy is lost.  It is possible to add a draft tube to a cross flow 
turbine, however, this is complex has not been done yet with small turbines in 
Afghanistan.  For a very narrow cross flow turbine (30 – 50mm) the loss of efficiency 
is quite large (friction loss and water loss in the nozzel) and a Pelton turbine may be a 
better choice.  Cross flow turbines have been installed in 2 – 3m sites in Afghanistan, 
however, a Kaplan turbine would be a better choice.  The low speed of a cross flow 
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turbine mounted in a 2 -  3m site makes it difficult to increase the speed to 1500 rpm 
for the alternator.  Some sites use a 30 inch pulley matched with a 4 inch pulley on the 
alternator.  The RHL Kaplan turbine operates at almost twice the speed of the HKT 
which has stopped belt slip problems in low head sites.   As turbines approach 200 – 
300 kW size, the extra efficiency from Kaplan or Francis turbines can make the cross 
flow turbine less attractive.  Sometimes cost, reliability, local construction, and part 
flow efficiency will make the cross flow the best choice compared with Kaplan or 
Francis turbines.  Experience has shown all over the world that the cross flow turbine 
is usually the best choice for  local made micro-hydropower plants.       
 

2.8 Choosing the right RHL/IAM Cross Flow turbine 
 
Table 1 Basic information about the TMT, HKT, and PT Cross Flow turbines 
Turbine TMT - Traditional 

Mill Turbine 
HKT – Hindu 
Kush Turbine 

PT – Pamir 
Turbine 

Service duty Light duty  12 
hr/day 

Medium duty   Heavy duty 24 
hr/day 

Rotor diameter (mm) 270 340 340 
Blade thickness 
(mm) 

3.1 5.1 5.1 

Number of blades 24 24 24 
Bearing type Spherical roller Spherical roller Spherical roller 
Bearing 
ID/OD/thickness 
(mm) 

40/90/33 50/110/40 75/160/55 

SKF Number 22308 CC 22310 CC 22315 CC 
Maximum rotor 
width (mm) 

500 1000 1000 
 

Number of drive 
pulley 

1 1 or 2 2 or direct drive 
 

Flow adjustment Door or manual 
valve 

Manual valve or 
valve using 
hydraulic jack 

Valve using 
hydraulic jack 

Most common pulley 
size 

2B - 22 inch 4B - 24 inch 4C - 24 inch 

Most common V-
belt length 

B – 114 inch B – 114 inch C – 150 inch 

Shaft fatigue break 
protection* 

No Yes Yes 

*Involves no welding on the shaft near rotor side plates, instead a bushing is press 
fitted over the shaft and the bushing is welded to the rotor side plate.  Direct welding 
to the shaft where a completely reversed bending stress occurs can cause fatigue 
cracks and shaft breakage.  
 
Steps to choosing the correct turbine: 
1.  Find where the flow (L/s) and net head (m) meet on Figure 1.  Choose the turbine 
to be used. 

Example A:  500 L/s flow and 10m net head.  Choose HKT with 2 pulleys 
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Example B:  500 L/s flow and 30m net head.  Choose PT with 2 pulleys  
Example C:  300 L/s flow and 4m net head.  Choose Kaplan or HKT with 1 
pulley 
Example D:  1000 L/s flow and 8m net head.  Choose two HKTs with 1 
pulley each 
Example E:   1000 L/s flow and 25m net head.  Choose PT with direct drive 
alternator   

 
2.  Find size of turbine. 

Example A:  Find where 500 L/s and 10m net head meet on Figure 5.  Use bo 
= .5m, use 2 dividers, use valve jack, use 3 or 4 belts for each pulley.  
Maximum electrical output is about 28 kW. 
Example B:  Find where 500 L/s and 30m net head meet on Figure 6.  Use bo 
= 300mm, use 2 dividers, 4 C belts on each pulley, Maximum electrical output 
is about 90 kW. 
Example C:  Find where 300 L/s flow and 4m head net meet on Figure 4.  
Use bo = 500mm, use 1 divider, use manual screw valve, use 3 or 4 belts for 
the one pulley.  Maximum electrical output is about 7 kW. 
Example D:  No current turbine allows 1000 L/s flow at 8m net head.  Try 
500 L/s flow at 8m net head.  Note that Figure 4 (one pulley) allows almost 
500 L/s at 8m net head if the rotor width (bo) is about 575mm.  Due to this site 
only using the plant at night and needs the water for irrigation during the 
daytime, it would be suitable to use the HKT with one pulley.  This option is 
lower cost, simpler for the village to manage, and easier to repair.  It would be 
important to make sure the turbine has 6 B size belts, 2 dividers, at least a 30 
kW brush type alternator with 6 inch pulley.  A two pulley HKT could also be 
chosen, however, it would cost much more and not be as simple to maintain.  
If the customer would want a Chinese brushless alternator, it would be best to 
select the HKT two pulley turbine so the alternator can be directly driven by a 
rubber coupler from the second shaft. 
Example E:  The PT with two belt pulleys does not have the capacity to 
transfer the power to the alternator.  Figure 6 shows that at 25m net head it can 
only handle a maximum of 800 L/s flow which is about 130 kW electrical 
output.  Figure 7 shows that at 1000 L/s and 25m net head, the PT needs a bo 
of 645mm and will produce about 165 kW electrical output.  This PT turbine 
should have 6 dividers.  The shaft of the turbine could also be coupled with a 
gear box that would have a 1500 rpm output that could be coupled to a 
standard 1500 rpm alternator.  At 25m net head the PT rotates at 590 rpm at 
maximum efficiency.  A 10 pole alternator needs to rotate at 600 rpm to 
produce 50 Hz electricity.  Chinese 10 pole alternators are available to be 
ordered from China if a site like this is installed.  

 

2.9 Fundamental formulas for the RHL/IAM Cross Flow 
turbines: 

 
Q  = flow in m³/s going through the turbine 
bo = width of turbine inlet in meters 
Dr = diameter of rotor in meters 
hn = net head in meters 
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nopt   = optimum rpm for turbine 
P   = power output in kW from alternator 
g   = acceleration of gravity = 9.81 m²/s 
ηt = Over all efficiency = (turbine efficiency) (belt efficiency) (alternator efficiency) 
 

nro hDbQ 91.0=  
 
Example:  TMT with turbine inlet of .4m and installed in a net head site of 7m 
Q = (0.91) (.4) (.27)( √7) = 0.26 m³/s 
 

gQhP ntη=  
 
Over all efficiency for TMT:  ηt = (.75) (.95) (.80) = .57 or 57% 
 
Example:  TMT from example above 
P  = (0.26) (7) (9.81) (.57) = 10.2 kW 
 

r

n

D
h

n
40

=  

 
Example:  HKT installed in a net head site of 13m 
 

rpm424
34.0
1340

==optn is the optimum rpm for the highest efficiency of the turbine 

 
Example:  TMT installed in a net head site of 4.5m 
 

rpm314
27.0

5.440
==optn is the optimum rpm for the highest efficiency of the turbine 

 
Finding the correct pulley size of the turbine and alternator: 
The alternator needs to rotate at 1500 rpm to produce 50 Hz frequency.  Usually the 
pulley size for the turbine is chosen to be large so that the pulley size for the alternator 
is not so small which keeps belt slip from occurring. 
 
Usually the turbine pulley size is known:  22 inch for TMT and 24 inch for HKT and 
PT 
 
Alternator pulley size = (n) (turbine pulley size in inches)   
             1500 
 
Example:  find the correct size alternator pulley for a HKT in a 13m net head site.  
From the example above the optimum turbine rpm (n) is 424. 
 
Alternator pulley size = (424 rpm) (24 inch)  =  6.78 inch optimum  
                                                 1500 
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The pulley can be from 0.9 to 1.2 times the optimum to get a size that is available 
from the bazaar.  The sizes available from the bazaar are: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 14 
inch.  Turbine pulleys are available at: 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 inch.  The cross 
flow turbine can turn a little slower and faster than the optimum speed and still have 
good efficiency. It is better to operate the turbine at 20 – 25% over speed so that the 5 
inch pulley can be used.  It is also possible to use a larger turbine pulley so that the 
alternator pulley can be larger. 
    
Smallest = (0.9) (6.78) = 6.1 inch 
Largest  = (1.2) (6.78) = 8.1 inch 
 
The best choice would be a 7 inch pulley which is in between the smallest and largest. 
 
Note:  For the B size V-belt the smallest recommended pulley is 5 inch because the 
belt bends around this radius which quickly wears out the lower quality belts found in 
Afghanistan.  For C-size belts the smallest recommended pulley is 8 inch due to the 
same reason.  A good quality C belt will last 6 - 12 months with a 24 inch pulley on 
the turbine and a 8 inch pulley on the alternator or second shaft.  Poor quality C belts 
only last 3 – 6 months under the same conditions.  Figure 9 shows the recommended 
belt capacities based on experience with the lower quality belts found in Afghanistan.  
Premium quality belts can have up to twice the capacity as the low quality belts. 
 
Note:  Good quality cast pulleys according to Dodge[3] can have a surface speed of 
up to 44.8 m/s (8800 feet/minute).  From experience the Pakistan pulleys used in 
Afghanistan should be only allowed to have a maximum surface speed of 22.4 m/s 
(4400 feet/minute).  If for a given head the turbine pulley surface speed is too high, a 
smaller pulley should be chosen for the turbine.  
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Figure 2  Area for the different turbines 
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Head and  Flow Limits allowed for Traditional Mill Turbine (TMT) with B belt pulley on one side 
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Figure 3 Head and flow limits for TMT turbine with pulley on one side 
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Head and Flow Limits allowed for Hindu Kush water turbine (HKT) with B belt pulley on one side
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Figure 4 Head and flow limits for Hindu Kush turbine with pulley on one side 
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Head and Flow Limits allowed for Hindu Kush water turbine (HKT) with B belt pulley on one side
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Figure 5  Head and flow limits for HKT with pulley on one side. Same as Figure 4, but the lower part made larger 
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Head and Flow Limits allowed for Hindu Kush Turbine (HKT) with B belt pulleys on both sides
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Figure 6  Head and flow limits for HKT with pulley on both sides 
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Head and Flow Limits allowed for Pamir Turbine (PT) with C belt pulleys on both sides
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Figure 7  Head and flow limits for Pamir turbine with pulley on both sides 
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Head and Flow Limits allowed for Pamir Turbine (PT) with Direct drive to Alternator
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Figure 8  Head and flow with Pamir turbine with direct drive to alternator 
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Figure 9 Allowed power per belt on an alternator of 1500 RPM.  From DODGE[3] that is similar  to our experience. 
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3 NTNU performance measurements 
 
A TMT with bo = 335 mm was sent to Norway for testing in 2008. 

3.1 Measure of efficiency 
 
The efficiency was measured at NTNU (Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology) which describes the measurements in detail [1]. 
 

 
Figure 10 Hill diagram for 5 m net head from [1] 
 
Figure 10 shows the hill diagram for 5 m net head.  K shows the opening of the 
turbine valve and then tells about the flow.  K=1 is at full opening.  It has the 
following dimensionless quantities on the x and y axis.: 
 

Nr

N

r

ghD
QQed

gh
DRPMNed

2=

×
=

 

K is valve opening wich was tested at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. 
Dr is rotor diameter (0.27m). 
At 100 % opening of the valve (K=1), the flow reduce some when the RPM increased. 
At 80% and lower, the flow is independent of RPM.  This mean it is pressure after the 
valve at full opening of the valve.  At lower openings it is some distance to the rotor. 
There is zero pressure after the valve and the flow is independent of RPM. 
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Figure 11 Hill diagram for 5m (blue), 7m (red) and 10m (green) net head from [1] 
 
Figure 11 shows the efficiency at different heads. The following was the max 
efficiency at different net heads: 
 
Net head(m) 5 7 10 
Efficiency 78.6 ± 0.9% 76.1 ± 1.5% 73.5% ± 1.7% 
 
It shows that the efficiency goes down when the head increase.  Appendix 1 shows a 
dimensional analysis of the system. Since the turbine is partly filled with air it become 
more complicated than a system with only water like the Kaplan turbine.  We believe 
the reason for the difference is: 
-: The power is actually generated until the bottom of the rotor, not the shaft center 
line as used in the calculation of efficiency. This gives extra power that affects 
efficiency more at low head than high head. (See Figure 19) 
- One gets more foam at high head that generates loss 
The nozzle and valve surfaces were not sanded smooth prior to testing.  The surfaces 
had roughness similar to Pakistan plate steel.  In retrospect the nozzle and valve 
surfaces should have been polished prior to the test.  The higher the head the more 
turbulence and foam was also seen from photographs.  This most likely is the reason 
the efficiency is lower at 10 m than at 5m and 7m 
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3.2 Measure of flow 
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Figure 12  Max flow at different heads, data from [1] 
 
NTNU measured the flow at full open valve position for 5, 7 and 10m net head [1].  
This is plotted in Figure 12.  The formula for calculating maximum flow is derived in 
Appendix 2 and is: 

nr hDabQ 0=  
A polygonal fit curve shows the value of a at different nED values in Figure 12. 
According to Figure 10, maximum efficiency is at nED = 12.8 which correspondents to 
a being about 0.94.  RHL chooses to use a = 0.91 which is a conservative value and 
may be what locale made turbines actually have.  
 
For the HKT and PT the most important dimensions are proportional to the rotor 
diameter (Dr) so the same number for a is used for these two turbines. 
 

3.3 Does the water hit the shaft? 
 
Eve Cathrin also did a test to see if the water hit the shaft [2].  If the water hits the 
shaft it can be expected that the efficiency will reduce. For Heavy Duty turbines like 
the PT a thick shaft is desirable, however, it may be necessary to reduce the shaft 
diameter which adds costs. 
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Figure 13  Experiment to see the water path.  The rear of the nozzle and turbine side plate was 
installed with Plexiglas. 
 

 
Figure 14 Picture from the side. The flow is close, to the shaft, but, does not hit the shaft 
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Figure 13 shows a picture of the turbine test and Figure 14 shows the flow.  It can be 
seen that the water goes below the shaft.  The shaft is 43 mm and rotor diameter is 
270 mm. Note that there is some foam in the water.  At optimum speed the water does 
not hit the shaft even at full flow.  Tests at 75% optimum shaft speed shows water 
hitting the shaft at 100% and 80% opening.  When the water hit the shaft the 
efficiency reduces.  See the thesis [2] for more details. 
 

4 Production of the turbine 

4.1 Production of the rotor 

4.1.1 Turbine shaft breaking problems 
As the RHL turbine became larger the industry began to experience some shaft 
breakage next to the weld of the side disk as shown in Figure 15. This always 
happened on the pulley side where belt forces give a reversing moment at each 
revolution 

 
Figure 15  Weld on shaft 
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Figure 16 Broken shaft. Rotor to the left and the rest of the shaft is to the right. 
 
 
Figure 15 shows what can happened if you weld on the shaft.  The weld can easily 
generate a crack when it cools down, and since the shaft bends, the size of the crack 
increases for every rotation until the shaft breaks.  Figure 16 shows a picture of a 
broken shaft. Note that the shaft breaks at the end of the weld.  For this reason RHL 
uses a bushing instead of a weld to mount the side plates to the shaft.  A bushing with 
keyway is shown in Figure 17.  At the inside of the turbine where the bending stress 
on the shaft is small, the inner disks can be welded on to the rotor.  The shaft can have 
too much carbon in the steel which makes cracks easier to occur. 
 
The bushing must be heated to about 300 °C and then put on the shaft.  Heat the 
bushing by placing it on a gas burner.  The temperature reaches 300 °C after about 10 
minutes.   
 
A choice can be made to have a keyway in the bushing or not.  The keyway requires 
more work and generates places with stress concentrations on the shaft.  However, if 
the industry does not execute a proper fit the keyway is needed. 
 
A proper interference fit must be executed.  The diameter of the shaft must be 0.15 to 
0.25 mm larger than the inner diameter of the bushing for the HKT.  (0.15 mm to 0.25 
mm for PT) This requires that the private workshops have proper tools and knowledge 
of how to measure the inner diameter of the bushing and outer diameter of the shaft.  
This can not be done it by testing how the bushing goes onto the shaft.  If the shaft is 
too large, one gets floating in the bushing which is a small problem.  If the shaft is too 
small and there is not a tight fit the bushing will have a low benefit and the shaft may 
break at the first disk.  
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Figure 17 Shaft with bushing on a Pamir turbine 
 

 
Figure 18  PT shaft with press fit bushing keyed to the shaft and bushing welded to rotor side 
plate. 
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Variables 
 
 
bo Width of turbine inlet. (m) 
Dr Rotor diameter(m) 
Dpt Diameter pulley for turbine (m or inch) 
Dpa Diameter pulley for alternator 
hn Net head = (Gross head ) – (Loss in penstock.)  (m) 
hg Gross head = Vertical distance from fore bay water level to center of rotor 

shaft 
n Rotation speed (Rev/min) 
Q Flow (m3/s) 
ω Rotation (Rev/s) 
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Organizations 
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Appendix 1: Dimensional analysis 
For a Cross Flow turbine the system is decided by the following variables 
 
Dr m Rotor diameter 
bo m Width of the turbine 
si m All other dimensions of the turbines 
K - Opening of the valve with value from 0.2 to 1. No dimension 
∆p* kg/ms2 Pressure and head to rotor center.   

∆p* = ∆p + ρwghn 

ω s-1 Rotational speed, rew/s 
ρw, ρa kg/m3

 Density of water and air 
µw, µa, kg/ms Viscosity of water and ear 
σ kg/s2 Surface tension between water and air 
pe kg/ms2 Environment pressure. Have influence when it comes to cavitation 
g m/s2 Gravity, have here influence since it is two fluid 
k m Surface roughness 
 
When working with only one turbine and one opening of the valve the following 
variable parameters have an influence: 
Dr, ∆p*, ω, ρw, ρa, µw, µa , σ, pe, g 
 
Mark that the parameters bo, si, k have influence on the system, but since we only 
work with one turbine are they proportional to rr. 
 
The most important parameters are:  Dr, ∆p*, ω, ρw 
These 4 parameters are expressed with 3 dimensions m, s and kg.  Therefore, one 
dimensionless variable is realized.  Here a number of variables can be chosen, and the 
following variable can be used: 
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However to get consistence with the measurement at NTNU [1] another parameter is 
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Figure 10 show the efficiency as function of nED and valve opening K. Another 
diagram for different heads is shown in Figure 11.  This shows that the most 
important parameters are the dimensionless rotation speed and the opening of the 
valve.  However, the head also have some influence. 
 
However it is other variables that have more or little influence on the system: 
ρa, µw, µa , σ, pe, g 
 
Six more dimensionless variables are realized for one turbine: 
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For a general turbine does one also get the variables: 
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Since the efficiency changes with head it can be expected that some of these 
parameters will have an effect. 
 
Rew:  Reynolds number, reflects the effect of viscosity.  A higher Reynolds number 
gives usually less friction and higher efficiency. 
 
Rea: Reynolds number for air. Since air has a density 800 times less than water, it can 
be neglected. 
 
d1:  This parameter only has an effect in two phase flow, and where the zero point is 
set. Here the zero point is at the rotor shaft.  However, the energy is produced until the 
bottom of the rotor; therefore, the efficiency should be calculated to the bottom of the 
rotor: 
 
rr = 0.27/2 
η2 = η1/(1+rr/h) 
 
Net head(m) 5 7 10 
η1 Efficiency to shaft 78.6 ± 0.9% 76.1 ± 1.5% 73.5% ± 1.7% 
η2 Efficiency to bottom of rotor 76.5 % 74.7 % 72.5 % 
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Figure 19 Efficiency to shaft centerline and bottom of rotor 
 
As seen in Figure 19 this does have a small effect, but, does not explain the whole 
difference. 
 
d2:  This has to do with cavitation.  If cavitation occurs the efficiency will reduce 
considerably.  Cross flow turbine is not known to have cavitation problems, and not at 
10 m net head. 
 
d3: Density of air and water. These densities are constant so they have no effect.  
 
d4:  This parameter shows the effect of the surface tension.  The surface tension makes 
the surface between the water and air smooth and is most important at low head.  
When a water tap is opened part way the outlet stream is smooth, however, when it is 
fully opened there is foam mixed with the water.  At higher heads more foam is 
produced that increases the friction loss in the turbine.  It also makes so it become 
more foam in the first blade that lower water speed and reduces the efficiency.  This 
cases foam to hit the first blade which lowers the water speed and reduces efficiency. 
 
---- 
 
Pictures (Figure 14) show that a considerable quantity of foam exists in the rotor.   
This effect reduces friction at low head. Figure 20 (Taken at NTNU) shows the foam 
generated at the interface water air straight after the valve. (You see trough the water 
and the foam generated at the interface water air)  One also see that for the foam 
coming into the first blade. 
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Figure 20  Foam generated at the interface air-water. 
 

Appendix 2: Flow formula 
As seen in appendix 1 dimensionless variable was used. 
Of them the most important is Dr ∆p*, ω, ρw 
 
Then one can use a dimensionless variable for flow: 

nr
ed ghD

QQ 2=  

For a TMT turbine the following variables can be varied:  Ned, d5(=bo/rr)and valve 
opening K.   
Then one can write for the dimensionless flow for a TMT turbine: 

( )KDbNQQ roededed ,/,=  
It is natural to assume that the flow is proportional to the turbine width. One is also 
interesting in flow at full valve opening (K=1).Then the dimensionless flow at full 
flow is: 

)(1, ed
r

o
Ked Nf

D
bQ ==  

And the flow becomes: 

nroED ghDbNfQ )(=  
Since the gravity is constant it is removed and one can write: 

hDbNaQ roED )(=  
Where a has dimension m0.5/s 
The value of a(NED) is shown in Figure 12 
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